Ancient
Fishing
Tradition
Het Urker Zalmhuys is located in the heart of the
fishing village of Urk; a former island in the Zuiderzee
where the population has made a living from fishing,
fish processing and fish trading for centuries. Over
the last decades, Urk has become one of the world‘s
largest fish trading centres.

At Het Urker Zalmhuys we prepare fish with utmost care
and the highest standards of quality. Every customer
is equally important at Het Urker Zalmhuys and our
flexibility allows us to meet their every requirement.
Punctuality, customisation, quality and trust are standard
practice.

Het Urker Zalmhuys was founded in 2002, thriving
on experience and knowledge built up over the
generations. Fish processing is a cherished craft in
which experience is complemented by state-of-theart production techniques. Het Urker Zalmhuys also
constantly works on implementing innovations to
improve and optimise our production processes, with
the ultimate goal of delivering a high-quality product.

These characteristics have contributed to Het Urker
Zalmhuys’ rapid development into a renowned supplier
of premium quality fresh and smoked salmon offering a
unique and distinctive taste.

Purchasing
Based on Quality
Het Urker Zalmhuys purchases salmon that has been carefully
farmed in the clear and cold waters of Norway. Het Urker Zalmhuys
also imports salmon from Iceland, Ireland, Scotland and the Faroe
Islands.
The salmon raised in these pristine and natural environments are
subject to strict government legislation and checks regarding
the breeding process. Advanced systems ensure the controlled
development of the salmon to guarantee a high-quality product with
an outstanding taste.
By carefully selecting its suppliers, Het Urker Zalmhuys ensures a
food-safe and healthy fish product, rich in proteins and omega 3 fatty
acids.

State-of-the-Art
Plant and Craftsmanship
At Het Urker Zalmhuys the salmon arrives at an
ultra-modern processing plant featuring advanced
equipment.
According to our production manager of the fresh
department, the company developed over the years
to create the optimal processing line. “From the cold
storage, the salmon are descaled and deslimed by
machine before the heads are removed for processing
in the filleting machine. Our experienced team takes the
utmost care to manually trim the salmon. The pin bones
are then mechanically removed from the salmon fillet,
followed by a manual check to ensure a boneless end
product.”

Freshly Cut
Salmon Fillet
After the final inspection the fresh salmon fillet is sorted by
weight, before being carefully packed into boxes that vary
in weight from 5 to 20 kg. The salmon is then shipped to
customers all around the world.

FREEZING LINE
A part of our salmon is frozen
according to the customer’s
wishes and stored in our own
freezer storage unit.
‘Shock Freezing’ is the default
freezing technique, but there is
also the option of ‘Individual Quick
Freezing’, guaranteeing the quality
for even longer.

Processing
A large part of the fresh salmon fillet is further
processed in-house to produce a smoked product.
The entire salmon sides or portions are salted and
placed on racks to enter the smoking process.

VACUUM LINE

PORTIONING LINE
The salmon can be portioned to any desired weight.
Portions are smoked by us or delivered fresh to the
customer. These are also available in a vacuum or MAP
package. If desired it can also be packed in accordance
to the customers wishes and labelled with product
information.

Salmon can be vacuum-packed to exclude
bacteria to increase its shelf life. Vacuum
packing also contributes to the long-term
preservation of quality and taste.

Artisanal Smoking
Artisanal
smoking
Based on Tradition

based on tradition

It is during the smoking process that the salmon acquires that
characteristic ‘Het Urker Zalmhuys quality’. Salting technique, the
type of wood used and the smoking process produce that distinctive
taste and texture. Smoking expert has his own traditional recipe,
which imparts an unparalleled quality to the end product.
The entire smoking process at Urker Zalmhuys is carried out
in-house. The preparation has been going on in the same manner for
generations who pass it on to each other; without added flavourings,
colourings or synthetic aromas. Leendert does the dry salting with
his own closely guarded secret blend. The salmon is smoked with
a mixture of oak and beech wood. Depending on the weight of the
salmon, we then choose the perfect salting and smoking duration.

Afbeeldingen rookkasten.

Temperature and smoking intensity are always constant thanks to
our advanced smokers, which means that the excellent quality and
taste are always held to the same high standard.

HOT SMOKED SALMON
The salmon is smoked for a short period at a high temperature to produce hot smoked salmon.
The smoking also cooks the salmon, giving it an even more delicious smoky taste. This
process leaves the structure of the fish coarser. Hot smoked salmon is becoming increasingly
popular and is available as whole fillets or portioned to a specific weight of your choice.

BUFFET SALMON

HERBS

The hot smoked buffet salmon is an
extra salted salmon fillet. As the name
would suggest, this delightfully tasty
product often appears on buffets,
for example on toast or serving as a
filling for sandwiches.

The hot smoked salmon can be
provided with a herb crust of your
choice. This careful blend of chosen
herbs imparts additional flavour to the
salmon.

COLD SMOKED SALMON
Cold smoked salmon is intensely smoked over a long time at a low
temperature. The salmon acquires a specific taste with a soft structure.
Hendrik and his team lavish great care and attention when processing
the smoked salmon in the production area.

CUTTING METHOD
We process the cold smoked
salmon in various ways into
exclusive end products. The
smoked salmon fillet is machine
cut, either d-cut or long sliced,
packed at the desired weight and,
upon request, wrapped with the
customer´s own packaging and
labelling.

Production According to the
Highest Quality Requirements
Het Urker Zalmhuys is fully aware
it is in the business of processing
food for human consumption.
That is why we relentlessly work to
the very highest standards regarding
hygiene and product safety.
Processing salmon does not disrupt
the cold chain, which means that
freshness is optimally maintained.
Quality managers Davie and Sjoerd
are personally responsible for our
product meeting the set standards.
Among others, Het Urker Zalmhuys’
production processes are FSSC 22000
certified. This indicates a combination
of quality management, GMP,
customer focus and various site and
equipment requirements.
NL-BIO-01
NICHT EU-LANDWIRTSCHAFT

In recognition of its contribution to sustainable fish sourcing, Het Urker Zalmhuys has been
awarded the Global G.A.P., BIO, MSC and ASC quality labels, making the company part of these
closed chains.

Own Transport for Flexible Delivery
Urker Zalmhuys possesses its own
transport fleet to provide clients
with the most flexible options for
delivering our products.
Our logistics manager does his
utmost to ensure the products are
always delivered on time. Het Urker
Zalmhuys supplies fish processing
companies, wholesalers, fish shops
and supermarkets worldwide.
Urker Zalmhuys always guarantees
a food-safe product of the very
highest quality.
A healthy delicacy!

Fresh Assortment
Our farmed salmon mainly comes from Norway, but it is also possible to opt for salmon from Scotland,
Iceland, Ireland and the Faroe Islands. The salmon can be supplied with an ASC or BIO quality mark.
The salmon is packed in EPS boxes, or vacuum packed in a cardboard box.

FRESH WHOLE SALMON
Quality
Superior
ASC
MSC
BIO

Origins

Norway
Scotland
Faroe Islands
Ireland
Iceland

Sortings
2-3 kg
3-4 kg
4-5 kg
5-6 kg
6-7 kg

SALMON STEAKS

Salmon Fillet
Norwegian, Scottish, Faeröer

SORTINGS
1,0 - 1,4 kg
1,4 - 1,8 kg
1,8 - 2,2 kg

TRIMS
Trim A
Trim B
Trim C
Trim D
Trim E
Deepskinned

Salmon Portions

Various Weights

Salmon Loins
Various Weights

ALSO AVAILABLE:
BELLIES, HEADS, OFF-CUTS, BACK-BONES

Smoked Assortment
Our farmed salmon mainly comes from Norway, but it is also possible to opt for salmon from Scotland,
Iceland, Ireland and the Faroe Islands. The salmon can be supplied with an ASC or BIO quality mark.
The salmon is vacuum or MAP packed, possibly in customer packaging.

COLD SMOKED

SALMON SIDE WITH/WITHOUT SKIN
SALMON SIDE COMBISALTED WITH/WITHOUT SKIN
SALMON SIDE GRAVAD LACHS/DILL MARINATED
SALMON SLICES
SALMON CUTS
LIGHTLY SMOKED SALMON
SMOKED LOIN
PORTION CONTROLLED

LONGSLICED/D-CUT/WHOLE
LONGSLICED/D-CUT/WHOLE
D-CUT/WHOLE
LONGSLICED/D-CUT
A, B OR MINCED
SUSHI CUT
NATURAL
NATURAL

VARIOUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
100-500 g
250-1.000 g
250-1.000 g
VARIOUS
VARIOUS

HOT SMOKED

HALF/WHOLE SIDE NATURAL WITH SKIN
SALMON SIDE MARINATED
SALMON PORTIONS
SALMON WINGS
PULLED SALMON

WHOLE
WHOLE
NATURAL/MARINATED
NATURAL
NATURAL

VARIOUS
VARIOUS
200 g
VARIOUS
1.000 g

100 g

Sliced & Ready to Eat

lice

Long-S

LIGHTHOUSE by Het Urker Zalmhuys
SMOKED NORWEGIAN SALMON 100 g
SMOKED SCOTTISH SALMON 100 g
SMOKED ALASKAN SOCKEYE 100 g

OTHER SMOKED PRODUCTS
TROUT FILLETS
EEL & EEL FILETS
RED SOCKEYE
MACKEREL FILLETS

TUNA & TUNA STEAKS
BUTTERFISH
HALIBUT
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AFFISH
BRINGING THE WORLD’S
FINEST FISH TO THE PLATES
OF EUROPE!

Surimi based products

Shrimps

Fish fillets and loins

Squid products

Mussels

Salmon products

OUR ORGANISATION AT A GLANCE

QUALITY

Through controls and testing, we
ensure the best quality comes to you.

INNOVATION

Bringing new products
to the market.

SOURCING

We travel the world fo find the
highest value products for your needs.

AFFISH

DELICA OCEAN STIX

Our top product is the Delica Ocean Stix©. It is a
delicious fish appetizer with crab flavour which is
produced in Japan. Since 1979 we distribute this
product exclusively in Europe. We are the first
company that brought the surimi stick to Europe.
The Delica Stix’s additives are specially designed
by Osaki Suisan based on a secret recipe in order
to harmonize the original taste. The texture is also
very special: the Stix consist of delicate fish strips
that make it a very surprising and pleasant eating
experience.

It is recognized around the globe as an excellent food
ingredient for its functionality and versatility and its
amazing flavour. It’s used accordingly in a wide range
of menus. Our customers use it to make tasty salads,
cocktails, sandwiches and sashimi. The premium
quality of the product makes that our customers
choose this product over any other comparable
product in the market.

For everything fresh that isn’t salmon,
Affish Fresh is the partner you want. As a
relatively young company, we are highly
motivated to work closely with our customers,
to create a lasting relationship which you count
on.
This way, our customers our always supplied
with the freshest fish from places all over
Europe. We do the hard work, the sourcing, the
filleting, ensuring the quality, and we make sure
it is delivered to your doorstep within hours.

FRESH

We purchase our fish directly
from auctions in the Netherlands,
Norway, Denmark, Scotland and
France.

FAST

On arrival out North Sea fish is
directly processed, filleted to
specification and shipped to your
doorstep within hours of landing.

FAIR

At Affish Fresh we aim to
responsibly source the highest
quality fish, reducing our carbon
footprint and food waste.

Ocean Fish was established in 1999 in The
Netherlands to market Icelandic fish products.
We are one of Europe’s distributors of first-class
frozen fish from Iceland. We also import many
different species from other countries as well as
production of local fish, for example plaice and
doversole.
The location in The Netherlands with the cold
storage and production facilities guarantees fast
delivery throughout Europe to meet our clients’
demands for the best possible service available.
The catching area of our premium fish are the
unspoiled cold waters of the North Atlantic,
which ensure a fantastic quality. We work very
closely with worldwide suppliers who offer both
land-frozen and sea-frozen products. Their plants
and vessels operate in accordance with the
latest quality systems and MSC where available.
In the production facilities in Urk we produce
a wide range of packed products, both from
fresh and frozen raw material, for the retail and
catering market.
Plaice, doversole and turbot are frozen from
fresh landings in Holland. We also produce a
range of breaded and pre-fried products.

Seabream

Sea Bass

Salted Cod Fillets
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ALL YOUR SEAFOOD IN ONE PLACE

